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ABSTRACT OII THESIS

This study was designed to test the hypothesis

that subjects' willingness to compty with the demand

characteristics of the experiment is positiveJ.y rel.ated

to their attitudes toward psycho loqical research. The

PsycholoçJy Research Survey (PRS) was developed to

measure subjects' attitudes toward experimentation in

psychotogy. A one-session opinion change task in which

subjects' opinions about vivisection were obtained before

and after a pro-vivisection message was employed to

convey the demand characteristics, Although all subjects

showed significant opinion change, it was found, as

predicted, t,hat subj ects with more positive attitudes

toward psychological research showed significantly

greater opinion change than subjects with Less positive

attit,udes. In additionr correlations between PRS scores

and pre-test scores were non-significant, while correlations

between PR!. scores and both post,-test and opinion chsnge

scores were significant, The implications of subjects'

attitudes toward psychological research as a determinant

of experimental- results were discussed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Recent investigations into the social psychology

of experimentation have brought to the attention of

psychologists the need to question the objectivity of

their research findings. There is a growing body of

evidence to indicate that the interaction between

experimenter and subject can unintentionally, yet

systematically, affect experimental results, thus

confounding treatment effects. To date much of this

research has focused on the experimenterrs influence

upon data contamination. Rosenthal (1964), for

example, has indicated that certain experimenter

characteristics such as sex, anxiety 1evel, need for

approval, and experience can systematicaJ.Iy affect the

data produced by subj ects. Rosentha I ( 1966) and others

have aLso demonstrated that, even the experimenter's

expectations as to how subjects wilI perform can be

unintentiona LIy communicated to the subj ect and thus

have a significant bearing on the outcome of the

experiment. In contrast to this investigator-centered

research, the subject, as a source of systematic bias,



has received comparatÍvely IittIe detailed experimental

attention.

Traditionally! researchers in the behavioural

sciences have assumed a completely passive subject

matter in much the same way as do physical scient,ists.

However, the role of psychology is not to study inanimate

objects. Its function is to investigate human behaviour.

Psychologists dealÍng with human subjects arei at the

same time, dealing with perceiving and feeling individu-

als, capable of reacting to all of the stimuli present

in a situation. The psychologica t experiment involves

an interaction between experimenter and subj ect " Though

the experimenter may wish to regard it as a rigidiy

controlled interaction, it is not reasonable to expect

the subject to view it as anything other than a small

segment of his overall social contact with other people.

Thus subjects wilI respond not only to the experimenter's

instruct,ions and task. but to the total environment, as

is the case in other social encounters. The present

study was undertaken to examine an aspect of this

characteristic of the subject and to investigate its

contribution to the problems generated by the sociaL

nature of psychological research,



Sub.i e c t s__Ç.oopgra t i ve_Be h a v i our

Recent systematic concern with the subject as a

contributor to methodological difficul.ties began with

Henry Riecken (1958). In his discussion of some of the

sources of unintended variance in social-psychological

experiments, he described data col_lection as a social

process with "features in common with other situations

and events of human interaction." According to Riecken,

the experiment is a one-sided procedure in which the

subject is invited to participate, without knowing what

witl be required of him. He assumes a subordinate role

in this relationship and often responds without knowledge

of whether his behaviour is appropriate for the situation.

However, the appropriat,eness of his behaviour in the

experiment is important to the subj ect, as he wishes to

be favourably regarded in this situation, as in other

social interaction. His task, then, is to determine

during the course of the experiment what is "correct"
behaviouro and to respond accordingly so that he will

appear in the best possible light. Riecken referred to

this tendency as the subjectrs desire to "put his best

foot forward". He stated that the degree to which this

personal goal will affect the subject's behaviour will
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vary dependent upon his preconceptions and needs, the

hints furnished by the experimenterls actions and instruc

tions, and the setting in which the experiment takes

place.

Although Riecken c Iearly out,l.ined t,he problems

posed by the social nature of behaviouraL research, it

was left to others to provide the empirical data to

support and document those concerns.

Riecken's interest in the subject as a source of

unintended variance in the psychological experiment was

also shared by Martin 0rne. As a result of his study

of certain aspects of hypnosis, 0rne (1959) conctuded

that much of the behaviour generally attributed to the

hypnotic state could be accounted for by subjects'

knowl,edge of , and wÍltingness to comply with, the

experimenterr s hypothes is. Ue introduced the concept

of "demand characterist,ics", stating "perhaps subjects

performed better in the wake state because of the

demand characteristics of the experiment, i.e,, my

expectation that they should do so".

Following additional analysis, 0rne (I962)

eLaborated his notion of demand characteristics. He

described the experimental situation as a special form of
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social interaction which carries with it a well-defined

role expectation for the subject. The typical student

subject, according to 0rne, fulfills his role by a

willingness to comply with any and alI experimental

instructions, even if it invoLves boredom, discomfort or

pain. This ïeadiness to comply follows from the subjectrs

high regard for the aims of science and experimentation

in general which he holds as a university student" He

feels with the ïesearcher that, the pa1.ticular experiment

in which they aïe engaged wÍ11 contribute to science

and hence he wants it to work. He wants to be a good

subj ect, and a good subj ect is one who produces the data

expected of him"

In short" 0rne envisioned the subject as Itaving a

set to cooperate because he wishes to validate the

experimenta t hypothes is. Before he can c0operate

howeVer, the subject must ascertain the object of the

experiment. He looks for c lues in the experimenta l

situation which will signal to him what behaviour the

investigator Wants. It, is these clues which 0rne has

IabeIIed the demand characteristics of the experiment"

The clues to which the subject attends include the rumors

about the research, the information conveyed during t,he
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original solicÍtation, the person of the experimentert

the setting of the laboratory, the explicit and implicit

communications during the experiment proper and the

experimental procedure itself. Thus, 0rne proposed that

the subject's behaviour in the experiment will be

determined Ín part by the experimental variables and in

part by the perceived demand characteristics of the

experimental situation. The extent to which the

subject's behaviour is related to t,he demand characteris-

tics rather than to the experimental variables wiIl in

large measure determine both t,he extent to which the

experiment can be replicated and the extent t0 which

generalizations can be drawn about the effect of the

experimental variabLes in non-experimental contexts.

To support his position 0rne intentionally

varied the demand characteristics in a simulated sensorv

deprivation experiment,. The experimental subjects were

told that they were participating in a sensory deprivation

experiment and were exposed to aIl the accoutrements

common to such studÍes, including release forms and a

red panic button. In fact, the treatment condition was

four hoursu isolation in a well-lighted room without any

sensory deprivation whatsoever. The control- subj ects were



told t,hat they were controls for a sensory deprivation

experiment. The treatment condition for these subjects

was exactly the same as for the experimental group

(four hours'isolation) except that the release forms

and the panic button were omitted. All subjects were

administered ten tests which had previously shown

sensitivity to sensory deprivation effects. The tests

employed were word recognition, reversible figure

alternation, the digit-symbol subtest of the hlechsler

AduIt Intelligence ScaIe, the MacQuarrie-Morris Test of

Mechanical Ability, simple form perception, size

constancy, spiral aftereffects, Iogical deductions,

mirror tracing and spatia I orÍentation. Measures were

taken before and after the isolation period. The ten

tests provided fourteen measures as some of the tests

provided for multiple methods of scoring. 0n l3 of the

I4 measures, experimental subjects showed greater sensory

deprivation "symptoms" than the contro l subjects. Six

of the fourteen criteria achieved statistical significallcer

while an overall analysis confirmed the expected results

at the.001 level. Here, then, was an instance in which

four hours of isolation, coupled with differing sets of

demand characteristics, yielded different experimental

results.



Since 1962, a number of authors have accepted

0rne's chaltenge to "determine under what circumstances

demand characteristics significantly affect subjects'

experiment,al behaviour". In addition to 0rne's work on

hypnosis and sensory deprivation, the influence of

demand charact,eristics on experimental results has been

demonstrated in studies of attitude change (Holz ê

Rosnow, 1967; Sherman , 1967; Cowan ê Komorita, l968;

and Sitverman, l968), verbal conditioning (llol-mes, 1967i

Mondy, 1968; and Page ê Lumia, I968) , the cognitive

meaning of words (Cataldo, Silverman G Brown, I9ó7),

and the volunteer status of subj ects (Rosnow t Rosenthal,

1966).

In contrast to the position that subjects

cooperate with the experimenter in t,he interests of

science, Rosenberg (19ó5) suggested another reason for

their support. He described the experimental setting as

anxiety producing for the subject and st,ated that the

subject approaches the experiment with the expectation

that the psychologist will endeavour to evaluate his

ability, emotional adequacy or mental health. Even when

the subj ect is convinced that, his adj ustment is not being

directly studied, he is Iikely to think that the



experimenter is, nevertheless, bound to be sensitÍve

to any behaviour that indicates poor adjustment or

immaturity, This tendency on the part of t'he subject

is referred to as evaluation apprehension' Evaluation

apprehension is defined by Rosenberg as:

"An active, anxiety-toned concern that he
(the subject) win a positive evaluation from
the experimenter, or at least that he provide
no grounds for a negative one." (p.29)

Subjects with high levels of evaluation appïehension

wiIl Look to the experimenterr s instructions, €XPlanations

and measures for clues about the kinds of responses that

wilI be considered healthy or unhealthy, mature or

immature" In other words, they wi 1l develop hypotheses

about how to win positive evaluation or avoid negative

evaluat,ion. The experimental data generated by such

subjects wiLl be influenced by the hypot,heses t.hey have

f o rmed.

To experimenta I 1y demons tra t,e the effect of

evaluation apprehension on research results, Rosenberg

(1965) altered the procedure used by Cohen (t962) in an

investigation of the cognitive consistency-dissonance

controversy. In Cohen's study, subj ects identified as

possessing a negative position on a topic were offered

payment of $0,50, $1.00, $5.00 or $10.00 to write an
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essay in support of the topic. After completion of the

essay, their attitude toward the topic was compared to

a control group, also identified as possessing a negative

position on the subject. Members of the control group,

however, were not, required to write the essay and did

not receive any payment. The attitude change of the

experimental subjects after writing the essay was found

to be inversel-y related to the size of the reward they

received. This result was interpreted by Cohen as

support for the dissonance redu_ction position" Rosenberg

hypothesized that the size of the reward for the high

reward subj ects would be viewed by them as out of

proportion to the task required (writing the essay) and

hence they would suspect that the experimenter was test-

ing some other facet of their behaviourr thus evoking

evaluation apprehension. He separated the essay writing

and opinion measure portions of the study and presented

them to the subjects as two separate and unrelated

experiment,s. Under this condition when opinion measure

was not associated with payment, size of reward and

attitude change were positively related. This reversal

of resuLts under the altered procedure was interpreted

by Rosenberg as evidence that evaluation apprehension can
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produce systematic bias in this type of experiment.

Rosenberg's concept of evaluation apprehension

is applicable primarily to experiment,al situations in

which the subject feels his perfor'mance is being measured

in a Somewhat devious manner" A necessary condition for

its occurance is that the subj ect I s initial suspicion of

being evaluated is confirmed in the early stages of his

encounter with the experimenter. Subsequent researchers

have employed the evaluation applehension concept primarily

in relation to cognitive dissonance studies. However,

Rosenberg has contributed to the study of the social

psycho Iogy of psycho logica I research by pïovid ing anotheï

example of subjects' perception of the experiment influenc-

ing their results.

In summary then, Riecken has suggested, and 0rne

and Rosenberg have demonstrated, that t'he subject looks

to the experimental Setting for clues or demand character-

istics which will signal to him the behaviour which will

be "proper" in that particular setting. They further

posit that t,he subject acts upon that information in a

way which systematically affects the data generated from

the experimental treatment. Though each of the authors

ascribe different motivation to the subject Riecken,
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a desire to put his best foot forward;0rne, a desire to

be a good subject and validate the experimental hypothesis;

Rosenberg, a desire to avoid negative evaluation all

assume a readíness on the subjectls part to produce the

data that he interprets the experimenter want,s and expects.

Subjgcts I Uncooperat,ive_Behavlour

Although there is strong evidence to support the

vÍew that subj ects perform as they feel the experímenter

wants them to, there are exceptions " There have also been

studies in which subjects, having recognized what was

expected of them, âppeared to respond in a negative

fashion, These exceptions can most conveniently be

grouped into two classifications.

The first classification has been labetted the

"boomerang ef f ect", As t,he name implies, this is a

response in the opposite direction from the one anticipa-
t,ed. For example, Brehm ( I9ó6) observed that subj ects

responded to a persuasive communication with a boomerang

response when the attempt to influence was too blatant.
A similar finding was noted by Rosenthal and Fode (I963)

when experimenters were offered an inordinateLy large

payment to obtain predicted results in an experimenter

expectancy study.
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The boomerang effect becomes operative when the

demand characteristics are very obvious or extreme. 0rne

anticipated that such a condition could well evoke a

response seemingly at odds with the demand characteristics

of the situation, but concluded that the boomerang effect

posed no difficulty for his position. He wrote:

"If the demand characteristics are so obvious
that the subject becomes fulì.y conscious of the
expectations of the experimenter, there is a

tendency to lean over backwards to be honest.
Therefore, if the subject becomes acutely
aware of the experimenter's expectations,
there may be a tendency for biasing in the
opposíte direction." (I962, p.780)

The subject is still motivated to be a good subject and

to act, in the best interests of science. However. in

this case his need to valÍdate the experimental hypothesis

is superceded by a higher need - the need to be completely

honest in his reporting.

The second exception to the notion of the co-

operative subject suggests a completely different

motivation. While this classification also includes

subj ects who understand what i s expected of them but. who

are not prepared to act in accord with that understanding,

unlike the boomerang groupt there is no suggestion that

they are responding to a higher "scientif ic" priority.

Instead, they appear to respond with what Masting (1966)
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has termed "screw you" attitude. An anecdotal report

by Goldberg (1965) illustrates the "screw you effect'.

Subj ects had the opportunity of performing for a second

time either a weiqht or taste discrimination task. The

taste discrimination was the less pleasant of the two

as it involved solutions which were bit,ter. A female

subject who chose to replicate the tastes in preference

to the weights stated t,hat, since she did not like psycho-

logy, psychologists, brainwashing or attempts to control

behaviour, "I chose tastes because I knew you want,ed me

to pick the weights".

Argyris (19óB) has recently expressed a simitar

point of view. He equates subjects'î behaviour in resist-

ing the experimenter to t.hat of low-Ievel employees who

a t tempt to "bea t" ma nagement. Ac cord i ng to Argyri s :

"If one tikes the experimenterf then he co-
opera tes. If he does no t, he may enj oy
botching up the works with such great skiIl
that the experimenter is not aware of his
behaviour. " (p.lB7)

Here, theno are instances of subjects who recognized

what was expected of them but who, rather than cooperate,

consciously and deliberately acted in a contrary manner.

Individual Differences in Subiectst Behaviour

ln

Evidence has been cited to support the

some instances subj ects cooperate with the

notion that

experiment,er
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while in other cases subjects are uncooperative. There

is additional evidence to indicate that, in some experi-

ments both subject motivations may be found. Holmes

(1967a) employed a verbal conditioning task and divided

subjects, on the basis of their self report, into two

groupS: those who were aWare of the reinforcement

contingency (demand characteristics) and those who were

unaware of it. 0f the 30 subj ects j udged to be aware,

l4 consistently responded to the demand characteristics.

While alI of the aware subjects had solved the probJ.em

of the experiment and could verbalize what was expected

of them, approximateJ-y one-hatf supptied it and one-half

did not.

A similar finding was reported by Cowan t Komorita

(1968) following their investigation of the relationship

between demand characteristics, subj ects I awareness of

the intent of the experimenter and attitude change. The

same questionnaire was used for one-half of the subjects

as a measure of awareness of the experimenter's expectancy

and for the other half as a post-test. HÍgher scores

(more acceptance of the persuasive message) were obtained

when the instrument was identified as a measure of

awareness than when it was presented in the traditional
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way as a post-test. Again, t,here was evidence that some

of their subj ects recognized that the experÍmenteïs wanted

more acquiescence to the persuasive message than t,hey were

prepared to provide on the post-test.

A furt,her investigation by Holmes (t967b) associ-

ated with verbal conditioning provides added insight into

subjects I experimental behaviour. He concluded that

hypothesis confirming responses were the result of two

subj ect-rel.ated variables " First, the subj ect has to

develop an awareness of the reinforcenìent contingency, i.e.,

know what to do; second, he must make a decision to co-

opeïate or not cooperate. AccordÍng to Holmes, performance

is not, simply dependent on a recognition of the demand

characteristics" After the subject has solved the

problem of the experiment, he has another internal probtem

to solve; whether, and to what extent, he wiIl respond to
the demand characteristics which he has identified. The

evidence from Holmes r work and that of cowan ê Komorita

indÍcat,es that though the demand characteristics in a

part,icuLar experiment may be common for aLl subj ects, theÍr
willingness to compì.y with them is not.

rf subjects exhibit a differentiaL willingness to

respond to demand characteristics, it would be fruitful to
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identify those variables which influence some subjects

to respond Ín a cooperative manner and others to ignore

them or respond uncooperatively. Holmes (1967a) has

once again provided data suggest,ive of an answer. He

found that the number of previous psycho logicaJ. experiments

the subject had participated in positively influenced his

witlingness to respond to demand characteristics. More

experienced subjects showed greater willingness to respond.

In a second study reported in the same paper, he found

that previous experimental experience was also positively

related to subjects' attitudes towards psychoLogÍcat

research. Subjects having served in more experiments

viewed behavioural research as more scientific and valuable

than t,heir lesser experienced counterparts. It may well be

then, that subjects'willingness to respond to demand

characteristics is positively related to their at,titudes

toward the worth of psychoLogical experimentation. If

such is the case, âtry particular subjectrs performance

in the experimental setting wiLl be determined by the

experimental variableso the subjectts perception of the

demand characteristics, and his decision in regard to

compliance with the demand characteristics. His decision

to comply will, in turn, be related to his attitude toward
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psychologicaL research. As at.titudes toward research

will vary across subjects aLong a continuum from positive

to negative (as is the oase with attitudes 0n any topic),

it follows that subjectsî willingness to comply with

the demand characteristics wilt vary in parallel along

a continuum from cooperative to uncooperative. This

study was designed to investigate these relationships.

By holding the experimental variables and demand characteris-

tics constant, it was expected that subjectsl performance

on the experimental task wouLd be positively related to

their level of wilLíngness to respond to the demand

characteristics, as defined by a ttitudes toward psycho-

logical research. Two studies reported by Krasner et al

provide encouragement for this notion.

In the first study (Krasner, Ullman and Fisher,

1964), the authors conditÍoned favourable attitudes toward

research and the experimenter by verbally reinforcing

subjects'positive responses to statements which were

favourable about medical science. They found that the

subjects whose attitudes had been conditioned performed

better on a mot,or task than did a control group. The

investígators concluded that the increased performance was

attributable to either (a) the favourable att.itudes of the
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experimenta I subj ects resulting in stronqer effort to

"heJ.p" the experimenter, or (b) the faciJ-itating effect of

t,he social reÍnforcement itself . or a combination of both

factors, In a folÌow-up study, Krasner (Krasner, Knowles &

UlIman, i9ó5) controlled for the social reinforcement,

effect and concluded that positive attitudes toward

ïesearch and the experimenter are reflected in increased

performance by subj ects.

Recently the relationship between subjectsÎ at,ti-

tudes toward psycho logical research and experimental per-

formance has been more directly examined.l WÍclter (I969)

measured subjectsl attitudes relative to scientific research

psychological research, participating as a subject in

psychologicaL research, and the Psychology Department's

policy regarding studentsl participation as subjects in

psychological research, by means of semantic differential

evaluative scales. The measures were correlated with

subjectst later wiltingness to participate in experiments.

I tlre studies ïeported by Wicker, Page, Kennedy G Cormier
and Holmes & Applebaum appeared in the literature after the
data had been collected for the present, study. It should
be noted therefore, that, these studies, while relevant,
did not enter into the formulation of the rationale and
design of this study,
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0f the four concepts, attÍtudes relating to participati

as a subject and the Departmentrs policy were the only

t,hat correlated significantly with later participation,

and even these relat,ionships were quÍte small.

Page (19ó9) also measured subjectst att,itudes to-

wards psychological research by means of a semantic

differential rating, He found no relationship between

scale scores and performance on a verbal conditioning task'

The semantic differentiat technique was a lso employed by

Kennedy & Cormier (t970) to measure subj ects' pre-experi-

mental attitudes towards research and participation in

research. They found no relationship between att,itudes and

performance on a verbal conditioning task, Howevert t,hey

point out that their study may not be genera lizable to

ot.her university populations because of the traditional

lack of experimental activity at t,he college in which the

investigation was conducted.

More recently Ho lmes E Applebaum ( I970) manipulated,

and then employed a quest,ionnaire to measure, subjects'

attitudes toward psychological experiments. They were

particularJ.y interested in the effects of positive and

negative experimenta t participat,ion history on atti tudes

toward experiments and subject cooperation in a verbal

ng

two
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conditioning study. Prevíous to the criterion verbal

conditioning study, subjects participated in three experi-

ments designed to sussest to them that psychologicaJ-

research was either interesting, scientific, and important

or dulI, unscientific, and a useless waste of time.

Subjects in a control condition participated in only the

criterion experiment. The authors found that the positive

experimental history subjects exhibited more favourable

attitudes toward experimentation and better performance

on t.he criterion task t,han did the controL or negative

history subjects. Thus the evidence to date indicates that

the relationship, if âny, between subjects' attitudes

toward psychotogicat research and performance in the

experimental setting is by no means clear.

Statement of the_Problem

It has been demonstrated that demand characteris-

tics, i.e., extraneous factors that convey the experimental

hypothesis to the subject, are present in the experimental

setting. Riecken, Rosenberg and 0rne have indicated that

subjects respond to these cues by confirming the hypot,hesis

and in so doing, systematicalty bias the experimental

results. Riecken has proposed that subj ects are motivated

in this manner because of a desire to put their best foot
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forward ¡ Rosenberg, because of eva Iuation apprehension;

and 0rne, because of a desire to be a good subject and to

verify the experimenterrs hypothesis, although occasionally

this desire can result in a boomerang effect if the demand

characteristics are too blatant. MasIing, on the other

hand, has stated that sometimes subjects respond with a

"screw you" attitude. This is the case in which subjects

are aware of what the experiment,er wants from them but are

not prepared to translate this awareness into performance.

In cont,rast to these polar posit,ions, studies

reported by Holmes and Cowan t Komorita suggest that a1-

t,hough subj ects are confronted with common demand character-

istics, there are considerable individual differellces in

compliance with the experimenterrs hypothesis. According

to Holmes, the critical difference between subjects is in

their willíngness to comply once they have recognized the

demand characteristics. The present study tests the

assumption that, these subject differences in witlingness

to cooperate with the experiment,er are related to differences

in att,itudes toward psychological research.

To test t,his assumption requires an experimental

design in which demand characteristics are prominent and

common for all subjects. The opinion change paradigm is
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particularly appropriate for the purpose because of its
obvious demand characteristics. This is illustrated by the

careful examination for methodological difficulties this

paradigm has received (Holz ê Rosnow, 1967i Sherman, 1967;

Cowan E Komorita, I9óB; and Silvermanr 1968). The demand

characteristics have been found to be particularly apparent

in the design where a pre-test is fol-towed by a persuasive

communication whÍch in turn is followed by a post-test.

Under these conditions subjects easily recognize that some

change is expected by the experimenter. 0rne has more

succinctly stat,ed:

"If a test is given t,wice with some intervening
treatment, even the dullest colÌege studellt is
aware that some change is expected r particularly
if t,he test is in some obvious way related to
the treatment"" (L962, p.779)

l,\lhile 0rne (1962) has also stared rhar any or all of

the features of the experiment,al setting may signal the

hypothesis being tested to the subject, it is the pre-test,

persuasive communication, post-testf design which is being

relied upon to convey the demand characterist,ics in this

study. To check that subjects do in fact recognize that a

change in opinion is expected on the post-test, the design

includes a post-experimental questÍonnaire asking subjects

what they cons idered the experíment was about,, and the

hypothesis being tested
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A second fea ture of the opinion change paradigm is

that it allows for degrees of change on the topíc ranging

from no acceptance to complete acceptance of t,he persuasive

message. Subjects have the opportunity to express their

level of willingness to respond to the demand characteris-

tics. For these two reasons then, amount of opinion change

was selected as the dependent variable in this study"

In additíon to the opinion change task, the design

requires a measure of subj ects r attitudes toward psycho-

Iogical research. It is also necessary to employ a format

which permits subj ects to express their attitudes about

experimentation along a continuum from híghJ.y positive to

highl.y negative, As there was no suitable measuïe avaiLable2,

the necessary instrument had to be de'¡eloped,

The experimenta I des ign provides then, independent

measures of subjects'att,itudes relative to research in

psychology and their response to a persuasive message. It

was hypothesized that subjects demonstrat,ing more positive

at,tit,udes toward psychological research would evidence more

complíance with the denand characteristics and therefore,

2- The scale deve
able at the time

loped
this

by Holmes E Appiebaum was not avail-
s tudy wa s completed.
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greater acquiescerlce to the persuasive message than would

subjects with less positive attitudes. Rejection of the

null hypothesis will mean that subjectsr performance in

the experimental setting is related in a positive way to

their attitudes toward psychological experimentation.



CFIAPTER I I

METHOD

. The experimental design relates subjects'

att,itudes towards psychoì.ogical research to their

performance in an opinion change study. Quantitative

measures of each are therefore required.

Develop¡¡ent of a I\{easure of Sub.i_ects' Attitudes_toward

Pgyc ho 1g.i!.g_1 Re s ea rch

As no suitable scale was avaiJ.able, it was

necessary to deveJ.op a measure of subjects' attitudes

towaïd psychological research. The scale is based

primarity on 0rne's description of the student subject,

0rne postulated that the student subject has a high

regard for the aims of science in general, and for

psychological experimentation in particular" The scale

measures subjectsr reactions to this postulation.

Init,iaIly a questionnaire was constructed

providing a f ive-leveI response option to 62 statements

which paraphrase 0rne's detailed description of subjects'

perceived role in experiments. Examptes of the statements

employed are: "Most students are 'good subj ects' ,

26
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that is, they perform well in the role of experimental

subjects"; "Subjects in psychotogy experiments are

tcontributors to sciencet"; I'Psychotogy has proven its

worth as an experimental science". The questionnaire

was administered to a sample of 202 advanced psychology

students. Subjects were divided into two groups (high

and tow) on the basis of t,heir total score. The high

group consist,ed of all subjects wlto scored above the

sampl-e mean. Those below the sample mean were assigned

to the low group" An item analysis testing each state-

ment for its ability to differentiate high and low

scores was performed. 0n the basis of this analysis,

30 of the statements were retained and 32 discarded.

An additional 30 statements were constructed and the

amended questionnaire of ó0 items was administered to

anot,her sample of 200 students. A second item analysis

was performed and again the non-discriminating items

were discarded,

In its final form, the scale contains 52 items

presented in a five-choice Líkert format. Items are

stated negatively and positiveJ.y with equal frequency"

Items are also stated in the third person or impersonalJ-y

so that subjects who have n0t previously participated
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in experiments can indicate their attitude toward psycho-

Iogy. The subject is given the response options of

strongly disagree, disagreet undecided, agree, and

strongly agree. Thus, the range of possible scores is

52 to 260, with high scores reftecting positive attitudes

reLative to psychological research. Utilizing a standard

IBM answer sheet for the recording of responses, the scale

requires approximately 20 minutes to complete. The scale,

which has been label led the Psycho logy Research Survey

(PRS), is presented in Appendix A.

Although the PRS has face validity, because of the

met,hod of const.ructing items, and checks of reliability

have yielded split-haIf coefficients of .89 to "95, the

construct validity has yet to be verif ied. It is only

through studies such as the present one that relationships

between the PRS and external criteria can be demonstrated.

0plnion Chanqe !tudJ
Sub.ìeqts. The subjects were I44 Introductory

PsychoJ.ogy students at the University of Manitoba, who

were fulfilling a research participation requirement for

the course. Subj ects vo Lunteered for this particutar

experiment by signing Iists left at a central Iocation

within the Psychology Department, As there were no
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restrictions as to sext the sample contained 54 female

and 90 male subjects.

Opiníon Change Material. The opinion change task

was one developed previous 1y by NIo lnar ( 1955) to measure

opinions alrout animal vivisection. The material was

successful in changing students' opinions toward vivi-

section in four previous studies (Mo1nar,1955; Lana, I959,

1961, 19ó6). UnIike the more commonly empJ.oyed opinion

topics such as racial prejudice, political preferences and

fraternities, the vivisection material did not require

special adapt,ation f or t,he Canadian univers ity student popu-

lation and t,herefore was especially suited for use in this

s tudy,

The material consist,s of a neutral statement, approx-

imately 25O words in length, giving a factual and unbiased

description of vivisect,ion; a pro-vivisection communication

of approximately 500 words, and taking about five minutes

to read; and a LÍkert-type ten-item, six-alternative
questionnaire which is used as both pre-test and post-test.

High scores on the measures indicate pro-vivisection

opinion with the range of possible scores being from I0 to

60. A copy of the material used is presented in Appendix B.

Procedure. Subj ects were tested in groups of l5 to
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20 each in one-hour testing sessions. The data collection

was completed over a four-day period. All subj ects

received exactly the same instructions and experimental

treatment. The instructions were plesented so as to ensure

that the demand characteristics for the task were clear

and unif orm. l\lhen the subjects were seated, they were told:

"First of aIl, f want to thank you for participat-
ing in this experiment. In this study, we are
investigating the effect that presenting material
in different. ways may have on the opinions people
form about a subject. You are one of several
groups which will be employed. For this group,
we are concerned about any difference which may
occur when the material is presented in written
form versus ora11y. 0n this sheet, which I will
pass out, is a statement on animal vivisection"
The passage will describe what vivisection is all
about. I want you to read the statement once, and
then turn t,he sheet over, If there are any questionsr
pLease ask t,hem now. f can't answer questions once
we have begun. "

The neutral statement on vivisection was then

distríbuted, When it had been read by atI subjects, it was

collected and the pre-test distributed with the instructions:

"Now please complet,e this questionnaire. Make
sure that you fili in your name and student number
in the spaces provided."

The name and student number were required on the

pre-test, the post-test, and the PRS so t,hat scores on t,he

three instruments could be related. ltlhen the pre-test had

been completed by alI subjects, it was collected and the
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PRS introduced with the foLlowino instructions:

"As you may know, Dr. Adair has been working in
co0peration with other North American universities
to gather student reactions to serving as subj ects
in psychological experiments. tle has already
administered this questionnaire to about half of
the introductory class and has asked that it be
Íncluded in research projects whenever possible,
so that he can obtain the largest possible
sample. I{ave any of you been exposed to it yet?
0kay, then, just follow the directions on the
sheet."

These instructions were designed to create in

subjects the idea that the PRS and the at,tit,ude change

t,ask were two independent studies. 0n the post-experiment

questionnaire, only one student verbalized awareness of

a relationship between the two "studies""

The PRS was passed out, and subsequently collected,

fo 1 lowed by:

"Now we can return to our own study. I want you
to listen carefully to this tape""

The pro-vivisection message t which had previously

been recorded by the experimenter, wa s presented. At i ts

conclusion, t,he post-test questionnaire (which was identicaL

to t,he pre-test) was distributed with the instructions:

"Please complete this questionnaire. Make sure
that you fill in your name and student number
in the spaces provided."

The post-test was collected and the post-experimental

questionnaire distributed. A copy is presented in Appendix C.
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The folLowing instructions were given:

"Now, would you please complete this sheet.
There i s no need to put yo ur name on i t , but we
do require your student number. "

When the questionnaire was completed, t,he subjects were

t,hanked and dismissed"

In preparation for t,he analysis of the data, three

groups of 36 subjects each were selected from the total

sampte on the basis of their PRS scores - a Iow group which

comprised all subjects whose scores fe11 in the first

quartile of the PR! score distribution; a medium group

comprising the 25% of subjects whose scores cLustered

around the median of t,he BRS score distribution; a high

group comprising all subj ects whose scores feIl in the

fourth quartile of the PR! score distribution. Thus, data

from l0B of the I44 subjects were employed in the analysis.

The three groups were selected so that performance on the

opinion change task could be compared at the middle and

two extreme positions on the att,itudes toward psychoLogical

research continuum"



C}IAPTER III

RESULTS

It was predicted that subjects? witlingness to

comply with the demand characteristÍcs of the experiment

wouLd be positiveLy related to their attitudes toward

psychological research, as defined by PR!. scores. Subjects

were divided according to the distribution of their PRS

scores into high, fiêdium and low groups. Specifica 11y,

it was hypothesized that subjects demonstrating more

positive attitudes toward psychological research woutd

show greater opinion change than would subj ects with Less

positive attitudes.

The mean vivisection pre-test, and post-test scores

together with the mean difference in opinion change scores

for each of the three groups are presented in TabIe -.
Each of the opÍnion change scores are in the expected

direction, i.e., increasingly larger differences are

found with increasingly posit,ive attitudes relative to

psychologicaJ. experimentation. To test the hypothesis that

the mean change for the three groups was significantly

differentt a f,wo-way analysis of variance (Hays, 1963) was

employed" The suntmary of this analysis is presented in

33
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Mea n Pre-Te s t, ,
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Table I
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TabI e 2" As may be seen in this table, the interaction

between vivisection opinion change measures and PR!

scores was significant (F=5,00, -P.(.01). A graphical

representation of this interaction is presented in

Figure 1. From the analysis and the graphical

representation, it may be seen that the prediction that

subjects with more positive attitudes toward psycho-

ì.ogicaI research would show great,er opinion change was

confirmed..

The main effect for PR!. groups was also significant
(F=3.55, p<.05), indicating that subjects in the thïee

PRS groups responded dÍfferently on the pre-test and

post-test measures taken in combination. Thus, tltere

was the possibility that the more positiveLy mot,ivated

subjects also had more posit.ive opinions about vivi-

section even before beÍng exposed to the persuasive

message. This possibility was tested by a one-way

analysis of variance (Hays, I9ó3) on only the pre-test

scores for the t,hree groups. The summary of this analysis

is presented in TabIe 3. The between-groups effect was

not signifÍcant (F<l), thus assuring that when subjects

began the study their opÍnions about vivisection were not

already significant,ly different.
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Table 2

Analysis of Variance of Pre- and Post-Test 0pinion

Scores f or High, Illedium and Low PRS Groups

Source MSdf F

PRS

Between Ss

PrT-PsT

PRS X PrT-PsT

Within Ss

TotaI

2

r05

I

2

r05

2r5

193,94

54"59

r190.00

72 .4r

r4.47

3 " 55':'

82 "22*ìF:1.

5 . 00':'':'

t' p<,05
â:.>:r p <.01

*trr:r p<"001
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TabIe 3

Analysis of Variance of Pre-Test 0pinion

Scores for High, Medium and Low PRS Groups

æ-
Source df MS E

Between Ss

WÍthin Ss

Total

2

105

107

1 5. 307

33,057

0 .463
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Finally, it was also found in the initial

analysis that the main effect for attitude change, i.e.,

the PrT-PsT source in Tabte 2, was significant (F=82.22,

p(.001). This indicated that the persuasive message was

quite successful in influencing aIl subjects'opinion

on the topic. Even the subjects with the poorest

attitudes relative to experimentation showed significant

opinion change (t=2.04, pq"05), This significant main

effect for opinion change was consistent with the previous

findings of Motnar and Lana.

To further test the reLationships between subjectsr

attitudes toward research in psychology and opinion change

behaviour, correlations between PRS scores and pre- and

post-test opinion measures were performed. It was found

that PES scores correlated only .08 with pre-test scores;

howeverl they correlated ,3I (p(.01) with post-test

measures. SimiIarly, PRS scores correlated significantly

with opinion change scores, i.e., the difference between

pre-test and post-test scores (r=.28, !(.02). These

findings further demonstrate a positive relationship

between PE!. and opinion measure scores after exposure to

the persuasive message whereas none had existed previousJ.y.

Unfortunately the post-experimental questionnaire
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was not quantifiable as not all of the subjects compLeted

it futIy. However, inspection of the responses that

were volunteered about the object of the study and the

hypothesis being tested indicated a general awareness that

a more positive opinion about vivisection was expected on

the post-test..



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The results clearJ.y demonstrated a positive

relationship between subjectsr attitudes toward psycho-

logical research and the extent of their opinion change.

In other words, alL subjects entered the study with

approximately the same feelings toward vivisection, but

with different attitudes relative to experimentation,

as determined by t,he PR!.. They were presented with the

demands of the experiment, i. e. , with an obvious appea I

to show a more favourable posÍtion towards vivisection,

and their opinions were measured again. The magnitude

of opinion change exhibited by subjects was functionally

related to their previously expressed feeLings about

research. These findings confirm that subj ects t attitudes

toward psychologicaL research influence their compliance

with demand characteristics.

It was assumed that subj ects' experimenta l

behaviour would range along a cont,inuum from uncooperative

to cooperative in parallel with their attitudes toward

psychological experimentation, However, atthough subjects

with Iess positive attitudes showed least opinion change,

47
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the extent of that change was nevertheless siqnificant"

In other words, the Iow PRS scorers were not uncooperative;

they were merely less cooperative than the high scorers.

It had been suggested previously (HoImes, 1967a,

L967b; Holmes ê Applebaum, I970) that when subjects are

confronted with common demand characteristics, some respond

in a positive fashion while others either ignore them or

respond negatively. According to this view, t,he critical

difference between subjects is in their willingness to

compty once they have recognÍzed what the dentand character-

istics are. The present findings indicate that, in the

opinion change paradigm where the demands are very

obvious I subj ects do cooperate I aud that their level of

cooperation is related to their attit,udes toward experi-

mentation. Thus the results of this study suggest that

subjectsr attit,udes will affect their willingness to

comply, and further, that attitudes toward psychologicaL

research may be an important variable in studies in which

demand characteristics are a factor"

Atthough the data has been interpreted from the

perspective of subjectsr response to demand characteristics,

it may also be viewed from the more traditionaL perspective

of attitude chanqe research. McGuire (19óB) nas identified
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certain souïce variables - credibí1ity, attractiveness

and status - as positivei"y influencing subjectsr

responsiveness to opinion change material" The possibility

that subjects with high PE!. scores were more responsive to

t,he persuasive message because they were more influenced

by the source rather than because of a greater tendency to

comply with demand characteristÍcs must therefore be

considered.

To accept this interpretation is to deny that

demand characteristics were recognized and acted upon by

subjects in this study. However, the analysis of

responses on the post-experimental questionnaire revealed

that responding subj ects almost unanimously volunteered

their recognition that change was expected of them on the

post-test. Approximately one-half Índicated t,hat the

purpose of the study was to test for differences in method

of presentation (written vs. oraJ.ly), as was outlined in

the instructions, While not aLI of these subjects volun-

teered a hypothesis, those that did indicated that the

hypot,hesis being tested was that the verbaL presentation,

i.e., the pro-communication, would be the more effective"

The remaining subjects freely stated that the purpose of

the study was to change attitudes and most commented
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upon the persuasive feature of the second communication.

Since all subjects who commented felt they were to respond

positively to the spoken message or to positively change

their attitude, the assumption that subjects were un-

influenced by demand characteristics must therefore be

rejected.

There is, however, an interesting parallel between

the present study and the current attitude change Iitera-

ture. Sherwood (1965) and others have indicat,ed that

subjects' feelings about the experjmenter will influence

their behaviour in the experiment. Subjects with positive

feelings produce greater attitude change than subj ects

with negative feelings, IIowever, in the university

setting, experÍmenters are usuali.y professors or senior

students, whi 1e subj ects are usually drawn from the

introduct,ory courses. In most instances, subjects are

unl-ikeIy to have had much prior association with the

experimenter and consequentLy, little opportunity to form

an opinion of him. But each subj ect has had an oppor-

tunit,y to form opinions about research. It may welL be

t,hen, that the compiiance in opinion change studies which

has previously been attributed to subjects' regard for the

experi'menter may in f act be an expression of the subject I s
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feeling about psychoLogical experimentation.

The approach used in the present study of measuring

subjectsr attitudes about research and observing their

subsequent performance should be contrasted with the

approach of Holmes. In recent studies (HoImes, 1967a,

1967b; Holmes and Appfebaum, 1970), he has been concerned

wit,h the effect of subj ects r prior experiences and experi-

ments on their subsequent perception of experimenta tion

and their performance in them" Most recently he has

demonstrated that partÍcipation in duIl, non-scientific and

useless experiments immediateJ-y pI'eceeding a criterion study

negatively affected subjects' attitudes toward experi-

mentation and their actual performance in the criterion task"

In contrast, the method employed in the present study

does not manipulate attitudes but measures them as they

already exist. While previous experimental experience will

undoubtedly have an influence on subj ects I attitudes, other

factors such as interest, knowledge, and success in psycho-

togy courses witl very likely prove to have a bearing as

weLl, It is unlikely that studentsf attitudes about experi-

mentation remain constant over their scholastic life, There-

fore, a "bad experience" with experiments could occasion an

I
immediate negative attitude which may mellow as the subject
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accumuLates more positive experiences with psycho logy.

The PRS provides the means for measurins subj ects' atti-

tudes at any particular time, and may be heJ-pfuI to those

investigators who are concerned about the interaction of

such extraneous variables with the experimental manipulations"

In conclusion, t.he present results indicat,e that. in

an experimental situatíon where the demand characteristics

are obvious, subj ects t attitudes toward psycho IogicaL

research influence their performance. The more performance

is influenced by such subject-related variables rather

than by the experirnentaL treatments the less generaIizable

wilt be the findings and less wiIl be the 1Íkelihood that

those findings wiLl be replicated by other popuLations.

Since in many psychological studies the desígn is such

that subjects quickly become aware of the results that the

experiment,er expects, subj ects r attitudes may be a variable

which accounts for some of the individual differences

obt,ained. At the very Ieast, the present results suggest

that subjectsl attitudes toward psychological research is

a variable requiring further investigation.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that demand characteristics,

i,e., extraneous factors in the experiment which convey

the hypothesis to the subject, are present in the experi-

mental setting" Recent studies have indicated that subjects

respond to t,hese demand characteristics differentialJ-y,

i.e., some cooperate while others ignore them or respond

uncooperatively. It was proposed in this study that

subjects' willingness to cooperate is related to their

attitudes toward psychological research. The hypothesis

tested was that subj ects with more positive attitudes

would show greater compliance with the demand characteris-

tícs than would subjects with less positive attitudes.

The Psycholog5' Research Survey (png) was developed

to measure subjects' attitudes toward psychological

research, A one-session opinion change task was employed

to convey the demand characteristics. The hypothesis

was tested by comparing PR! scores with the difference

between pre- and post-test scores. From the t0ta I sample

of I44 subjects, three groups of 36 subjects each were

select'ed on the basis of t,heir PBS scores. The groups

47
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consisted of the top, intermedÍate and bottom quartiles

of the gRS score distribution, Subjects read a neutral

statement on vivisection, completed the pre-test,

responded to the PRS, listened to a tape-recorded pro-

vivisection communication, and compLeted the post-test.

Finaì-ly, they fiIIed out a post-experimental questionnaire"

The results confirmed the prediction that subjects

with more positive attitudes toward psychological research

would show t.he greater opinion change, Differences between

subjects' pre*test opinions were non-significant and,

atthough all subjects showed significant opinion change,

the differences between PRg groups were significant. In

additionr correlations between PRS scores and pre-test

scores were non-significant, while correlations between

PRS scores and post-test and opinion change scores were

significant.

It was concluded that attitudes toward psychological

research are an important variable in st,udies in which

demand characteristics are a factor.
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Psychology Research Survey



PSYCHOLOGY RESE.ARCH SURVEY

r\s you nay l'.now, some of Èhe practÍces commonly used in psychologÍcal experlmcnts
employing human subjecrs are comfng under review. The Dlrector of the U.S. publfc
ìì¿:lth Service has made known hls concerns ln Èhis area. As a result, prominent
psychologists at Harvard, Columbla and Northwestern Universftfes are nov¡ investf-
gaÈing the psychological experfmenE from the subJectts polnE of view.

As nlost subJecÈs are drawn frorn Universit.y studentso t,heir oplnfons are being sought,
The attached questlonnafre is being sent, to certain North Âmerican universities to
sanple student feelÍngs about psychology and psychologLsÈs, as they functlon wlchln
the framework of the psychologfcal experlment. From thls and other work, it fs
hoped to establish a set of guide llneg which will govern fuEure lnvaatigaÈ1ons.

This 1s the fÍrsÈ large scale and systematic enquiry lnt,o studenÈst feelings about
actfng as subjecËs. We would ask you, then to complete the questlonnafre frankly
and honesËly.

A standard IBM ans\¡rer sheet ls provided for your responses. Do noÈ make any marks
on Èhe questlonnaire itself.

t. Enter your name, sex, age and Èodayrs date on Ëhe top ror^r of the answer sheet.

2. In the space labelled "school", lndicaEe the Faculry ln which you are enrolled
(for'example: Artsu Science, etc.)

3. In the space provided for ¡'grade or class", fndlcate your UniverslËy year.

4. In the section provfded for "l-dentlflcation number", wrfte your student identÍ-
fj-caEion number in the column headed by the red arrow. Blacken in the adJoln-
ing spaceÊ correspondÍng to these numbers.

5' Check that you have correctly filled 1n the required inforr,ration, as later 1n' the year the questionnaire wlll be glven to other classes in oËher courses and
Ít is inperaEive that Ëhere noË be duplfcattons Ln this survey.

6. Now turn to the questfonnafre and read quesË1on one. Select the response whlch
best describes your feellngs on this statement ln accordance wfth the fol-lowing

" 
scaleo ..

DISAGREE UNDBCIDED

Ifo for examplau you strongly agree with the statemente
space for quesElon I on the ansller sheec lfke thls:

I

STRONGLY
DÏSAGREE

I

,

2

3 4

AGREE

blacken fn

4
ø@&

5

STRONGLY

AGREE

the number 5

5
@

.3
1.



-2-

If you strongly disagree wiClr ltu blacken in the number L space on Ehe answ€r sheeÈ

for questlon I.

.123I.
@ g@ 

====-

As you can see, you have a cholce of: (1) strongly dÍsagree, (2) dÍsagree, (3)
undecf.ded, (4) agree, and (5) strongly agree for each statement. Disregard the
T and F at the Eop of Ehe cornumns, Make your Judgments 1n accordance wiEh your
degree of acceptance cr rejection of the statement. However, you should Ery to

".róta 
the t'undecided" response as much as possfble, as iE is your feelings

(el¡her posiCive or negative) towards each of the statements thaË fs being sought.

7. Proceed to answer each of the items, recordfng your answers on the answer
sheet.

**********

5



1o ¡lost psychology experfnenEs are worthless since even the moet carefully con-
trolled experinrents lead to inconcluslve results

2, Through experfmcntatlon psychologists have rnade a real contribution Ëo the
undersËandlng of rnan.

3. Psychologists woul<i be better advisr:d to forget the laboratory, and go ínto
the field whcre the t'real people ancl problemd'are.

4" Many of t,he quescions asked ln Ëesting are personal and arc none of the
experimenter I s -ousiness.

5. Given a frec choÍce, mosE sÈudenËs r..'ould be r.¡illing to volunteer for experi-
nents n

6. Ì.fany experimenLers are smug and Ëake a pretty high-handed aÈtitude rvith.
subjeccs

7 " Most experinenÈs in psychology are concerned with Ërívial observations of
artificial behavior"

B. Tests and other experimental manipuLatíons aúe generall-y not reliable measures
of pcrsonaLity and behavior"

f. i{ost experiments deal rviÈh such a small segnent of behavlor that they arc
meaningless ln Ehe broad picture.

10" People generally express theír real feel-ings on psychological Ëests.

11" Psychol-ogy experimenEs are fun but do not prôve anything"

L2. Iluman behavlor is Eoo cornplex Ëo cut up and study piece by piece in the
laborat,ory,

13, I'fost people would say thaÈ their exoeríence as a subJect fn psychological
experimenËs hras favourable.

L4" I,Ihen an individual- signs up for an experfinent, ít involves a cofi¡rnit¡nent
d - to Co what is asked to Lhe best of his ability.

15" Most students particÍpate wllllngly 1n experiments.

16. People rarely express thelr ttrealtt sel-ves in psychology experirnenÈs.

L7 " ExperimenÈs in psychology have no value because of the inherent díversity
of man and hl-s environnent.

18" I'lany experimenters ask Èoo much fro¡n thelr subjectso .

Lg " ExperimenÈs are nothing buL I'busy workil for psychologfsts 
"

20. Psychology ex¡leriments are too time consuming. 
.

2L" Some experÍmenËers JusE seem to be'waltlng for the subJects Ëo make fools of
Ëhemselves.



22' As a matter of personal. pride, most lndlvfduals would try to do tl-relrbest ¡vhen acËing as a eub¡ect. -is.v¡uuq¿Þ wuu¿cr

23. Experfmentatfon ls of no practical value fn the unr]erstancllng of thefundamencal causes of behavfor.

24' The psychologlcal Journals are mostly fi1led wfEh unimportant trivia.
25' rt doesn't matter too much what subJect.s dg; the experimenter usuallyrnanÍpulates the data to prove hfs hlpothesLs anJ¡rray.

26' Psychologicar tests are generally relfable measures of personarlty.
27 " Laboratory studles in psychology are too art,Lflclal to produce valid data.-
28"' Most students-are'goodt'subSects, that r.s, th"y perform werl in theirrole as experimentaÍ sub¡ectã.

29' Many subJects in psychologlcal experfments go Ëhrougrr the moËr.ons wfthoucreal1y tryfng. - ---r

30' The experi¡nental method can be used effecËfvely fn the study of human behavfor
31" subjects in most psychol0gy experiments are treated wfËh respect.
32" The experimental approach. Ëo psychoJ.ogy has been boÊh fruftful and helpfulÍn understanding truman naÊure 

r¡eù ucc¡r .roLn r

33' Most experimenËers are conslderate and poj.íte. fn their treatmenË of subjects.
34' Partfcipatlon 1n psychology experfments is not a great imposítron on students,
35' Psychologists sometimes forget that subJects are stiu human beings.
36" Through psychological tests- and experiments psyehologfsre have acquiredËhe knor+ledge to predict be.havfor i"-;;y real lffe sftuatfons.
37" Ilost students follow Ëhe experfmenterrs lnstrucËions carefully so that

^ ó they wÍI1 be able to perforn as a good subJect.
"38' 

H3lî:ä:t";t;:Íff'å: o"t"nologv have conËrrbuËed slgnirrcanrly ro rhe

39. ihe conplexity of indivlduals make 1Ê necunder cåntrolled cond'.tions" :essary to study human behavior

40" From experfmentsu psychorogLsts can validly generarLze to the populatlon-at_large.

4L' subJects in most psychology experrnenta are treated as guinea pigs.
42" lfany etuden.s do noË cooperaËe and therefore make poor subJects.



43, Psychology iras proven its çerth as an experimenEal sclence.

!¡4" Any rnínor dJ.scomforc thac sub-Jects nay go through such as electric shock,
embarrassmenL, etc., ie r.rorth it in the long run.

45. Psycliological data is useless because iËs lnËerpreÈaËfon is based onthe rnanipulaËfon of statfsÈice.

46. lfany students feel a responstbll-ity to cooperate 1n any r\ray poeslble in
Èhe pursuit of knowledge

47, subjects frequentl-y feel nanipul.ated by thc experfmenter.

48" Particlpation in psychologlcal experlmcnts Ls a waste of t,he students' 'Èime.

49. SÈudents should noË be asked to gJ.ve up thelr tLure to serve as subjecËs.

50" College sEudents tend to share wlth experimenters the hope that the study
1n which they are particfpatlng wlll l-n some. material way contribure
t,o scLence 

"

51" SubJects f-n psychol-ogy expcrfments are rtcontrfbutors to science.rr

52. Experlments fn psychology al-mosË always lnvolve deceptlon or 'rËricking"
the subJect in some way6
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NEU'IRAI- VIVT SECT]ON COMMI]NICÂ'TION
R li All t] Y s u 13-r Ii (l'r.s

Vivisection Opinion Questionnaire

This is a survey of what people think about a social
question - vivisection. The term vivisection refers
to the srrrçtical operation on tive animals for purposes
of medical research. Many different kinds of animals
are used for these pltrposes. Some of the most common
are guinea pigs, albino rats, dogs, cats, monkeys and,
less frequently, horses, chickens and pigeons. 0per-
ations performed on these animais often result in their
death. Sometimes animats are sacrificed in order to
examine damage to various cells or tissues of the body.
0ften, parts of the body of the animaL are removed to
study the effect this has on certain reactions.

Many times it, is impossible to use anesthetics on the
animals because of the nature of the research. They
probably suffer some pain as the scientist attempts
to discover information about disease or about a

function of a particular part of the body.

There have often been newspaper campaigns in various
cities to get antivivisection laws passed which would
limit these practices performed by medical and other
researchers. The American Medicat Association usually
supports vivisectÍon as necessary for medical science.
The newspapers point out certain cases where abuses of
animals have been flagrant. There are antivivisection
societies which distribute Iiterature to anyone who
wants it about the abuses of vivisection practices.
0ccasionally a state legislature considers, and some-
t.imes passes, a bill to restrict or outlaw vivi-
section"



PRO VI VISECTION COMMUNICATION
R ECO RDE I)

Research with animals may seem cruel and inhumane, but
the benefits gained from such research far outweiqh the
injustice done to these homeless animals. we are toid
by noted medical men that, without such research, many
lifesaving cures of modern medicine would never have
been discovered. Probably no sinç¡le factor in man's
figh¿ against diesase has done more to relieve suffer-
ing than the laboratory animal. Many new surgical
techniques have been developed throuçJh animat experi-
mentation. Dr. c.A. Hufnagel of Georçtetown Medicat
schooL reports that twelve new lifesaving techniques inheart surgery have been perfected since- 1939 t,hrough
animal studies. AnirnaL experiments are serious efiorts
to find cures and better treatments for the ailments
and diseases of men,

There may be occasionat cases of cruelty, but on the
whole work done'with animals in approved laboratories
cannot be described as cruel. Dogs and other animats
receive substantiatly the same treatment during and
aft,er operations as do humans. Anesthetics are usually
administered to reduce suffering. Most research workers
!ay a healthy and happy animal is necessary in research.
consequently, they usually give their animals better
care than do most pet owners.

Most of the animals used for research are obtained from
local city pounds. These animals are lost or unwanted
and would ordinarily be destroyed. scientists are human;
they arè animal lovers too, but since these unwanted andunclaimed dogs are to die, it is to the advantage of
science and mankind that they die in a laboratoiy. rt
ht! been reported that in Boston, B3,000 uncraimãd dogs--animals who could have helped advance science greatly--
have been rendered into soap and fertilizer. wouLdnit ithave been wiser to use these animals in research t,han f,oj ust des troy them?



As has been pointed out by the American IVIedical
Association, the techniques and procedures learned from
animal experimentation are also used by veterinarians.
Not only has human suffering been relieved, but so has
animal suffering. NearIy everyone, hLtmaì'ì and animal
atike, benefits from animal research.

Last year, the newspapers carried the story of a little
girL who had been stricken with a serious heart disease.
This innocent infant wasn't expected to live. She had
lost weight and was almost a skeleton. She had been in
extreme pain for months. A few weeks ago, the story
appeared in the papers that this poor little girl who
had been all but given up for dead was now a happy,
normal child once aqain. Due to recent Ìaboratory
experiments on animals, doctors had discovered a way
to create a plastic heart r,uhich could cure this hopeless
disease. Ilad it not been for the sacrifice of these
laboratory animals, this story might not have had a

happy ending.



V j v i s ec t i o n_0pi n j o n_Qu r: s t i o n na j re

NAME. __Lasr --l'ñil---rlliior ST UDE NT NUilIBE R

Directions: Prìnt your name and student ident.ification number in
thc space provided. Ansrryer the statements listed below. The_beqt
answer !o each_statement_js_your_own_personal_opinion. We have
tried to cover many different points of view. You may find your-
self aqreeing strongly with sonìe of the statements, disagreeing
just as strongly with others, and perhaps uncertain about ot,hers.
Whether you agree or disagree with any Statement, you can be sule
many other people feeL the same way that you do.

Reacl each statement and indicate your answer by placing a mark in
t,he colunn which corresponds with your opinion.

I. I DISAGREE STRONGLY 4. I AGREE SLIGHTLY
2. ] DISAGREE MODERATELY 5. I AGREE MODERATELY
3. I DISAGREE SL]GHTLY 6. I AGREE STRONGLY

t. Most dogs destroyed in pounds would be of littLe
value in medical research.

2" Most surgicat procedures are learned under the
watchful eye of a surgeon whi Ie operating on
humans not on laboratory animaLs.

3. Many times, the same vivisection experiment is
performed again and again, without conclusive
re s u I t s .

4" Scient,ists should substitute new and better
methods of carrying on their investigation for
inconclusive operations on animals,

5. In animal experiments, animals do not suffer--
anesthetics are always administered.

6. Animats in pounds would normally be destroyed,
therefore, they should be used in animal
experiments.

7" Animals are man's friends and should not be
treated cruel1y"

B. Work done with animals in laboratories cannot
be described as cruel.

9" Ail experiments on animals are serious efforts
to find cures and better treatments for the
aiLments and diseases of men.

10. Animals experinlentation is justified if the
animals do not suffer.

À¿3!1þ_

MAI{E SURE TI]AT YOU HAVE FILLED IN YOUII NAIVIE AND STUDENT NUMBER.

TUßN-TUE_T.AGE
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suBJ ricT's QUESTT0NNAI RE

What do you thinlc the experiment was about?

Itlhat do you think I am trying to prove, or, more
specifically, what would my hypothesis be?

Were there any features of the experiment that you
wondered about,? What were thev?

Did you respond to the questionnaires on vivisection as
you thought you should or were you completely objective?

From your participation in this study, how significant
do you feel this study was? Please check one.

highly significant

very significant

significant

insignificant

very insignificant

highty insignificant


